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cook aboard. I was half-cook. I don't mean cook I mean half-cook. Just the same I
was keeping the men happy. I dreamed I was walking and I started counting my
foot? steps. It was about 12 o'clock. I said. This is my last trip. I'm going home and I
am going to build this dragger exactly. And I built it that winter. That dragger
burned right in the middle of the harbour here. I took a tape and went aboard and
measured it exactly the way I dreamed that I did it. All by heart. I haven't got any
mathematic so I can't tell you exactly how to measure. I can't explain how to do it.
I'd like to be able to explain it to a guy who wanted to build a ship like that. To build
one of those boats you need to be a little wee bit of a carpenter, a good i-
magination and a wee bit of foolishness. It is not as hard as you think. But all the
planking around these boats • there's no two planks alike. Differences in bevels,
widths, lengths. If you happen to put your planking on even you'll find too much
wood in the bow or amidship or in the stern. And if somebody comes along when I'm
making the planking like that and happens to talk, I'm lost. Excellent Accomodations
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